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ZAMBIA’S LUIWA PLAIN
A place of miracles, Zambia’s Liuwa Plain has some of the best predator viewing in Africa, says Stephen Cunliffe

all photographs: stephen cunliffe

As the terrain
became
progressively
marshier,
countless bright
yellow blooms
turned the
savannahs into
a landscape of
vibrant colour

L

iuwa Plain is carving out a deserved reputation as home to
southern Africa’s ultimate safari experience. Devoid of crowds,
it boasts the continent’s second largest wildebeest migration
along with some of the best predator viewing in all of Africa. For years
it languished off the safari map, but now, with the help of enterprising
African Parks’ conservationists and forward-thinking tourism operators
like Robin Pope Safaris, adventurous travellers have a chance to sample,
first-hand, the wild riches of this recently rejuvenated African Eden.

With its vast, panoramic
grasslands fringed by Burkea
woodland and punctuated
with the occasional iconic
palm or sausage tree, Liuwa is
a place of wide-open spaces,
enormous skies, spectacular
thunderstorms and a deafening
silence – broken only by
the monotonous slosh of
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wildebeest hooves plodding
through shallow wetlands.
I arrived in Liuwa at the end of
the dry season, just as its big blue
skies began filling with puffy white
clouds. Over the ensuing weeks
monstrous thunderheads built
overhead and unleashed torrential
downpours upon the parched plains.
As the terrain became progressively

marshier, countless bright yellow
blooms turned the savannahs
into a landscape of vibrant colour,
while swathes of bright fireball
and spider lilies carpeted the
fringes of recently recharged pans.
Simultaneously the inundated
plains attracted huge flocks of
wattled and crowned cranes, along
with an abundance of storks, ducks,
pelicans and other waterfowl.

Migration mania
Despite its rich avian and floral
diversity, Liuwa Plain National
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Park is best known as the setting
of Africa’s second largest blue
wildebeest migration. It’s hard to
appreciate how close we came to
losing this incredible spectacle.
These lugubrious antelope once
traversed this remote corner of
western Zambia in their hundreds
of thousands, moving with the
rains from eastern Angola onto
Liuwa’s grasslands and through
its woodlands before returning
to Angola. Heavy poaching
reduced their number to a low of
14,000 around the time African
Parks Zambia (APZ) took over
management of the reserve in
2003. Under the guidance of this
dynamic conservation organisation
a remarkable recovery has
ensued and the population
of these ungainly ungulates
is expected to nudge 50,000
by the end of 2011: an incredible
conservation feat that bears
testament to the success of APZ’s
painstaking efforts to restore the
park to its former glory.

Carnivore carnage
I had the privilege of accompanying
former park manager Craig Reid
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The dogs made a beeline for their unwary prey. Alarm snorts
erupted from the panicked wildebeest, as they frantically tried
to group together and organise their defences
on an aerial recognisance of the
plains. The bird’s eye view from
the APZ microlight provided
a unique perspective of the
migrating herds of wildebeest
and zebra. The endless columns
of herbivores also attract an
array of predators – including lion,
cheetah, spotted hyena and wild
dog – ranging in close attendance.
Skimming over the wide-open
grasslands, we spotted a group of
wild dogs running down a scrub
hare. We banked sharply and
followed the nail-biting chase from
above, a rare sighting indeed.
Later that night we were
awoken by a cacophony of
howling, cackling and twittering.
Not far from Matamanene
Camp we watched a full-scale
pitched battle between a pack
of thirteen wild dogs and their
arch rivals, the spotted hyena.
Evidently, after bringing down
a wildebeest under the full
moon, a hyena clan had moved
in to rob them of their bounty.
However, the dogs refused to
go quietly and a raucous fight
ensued. The next morning on a
walking safari, we bumped into
the same pack shortly after they
had killed an oribi. We sat quietly
and watched them feed. A couple
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of hyena showed up, but, grossly
outnumbered, they slunk away.
But Liuwa saved the best for last.
Late one afternoon we came across
a pack of dogs at a small seasonal
pan where, after some yawning and
stretching, they set off to hunt. Their
body language showed they meant
business and it wasn’t long before
they sighted an unsuspecting herd
of grazing wildebeest.
The dogs made a beeline for
their unwary prey. Alarm snorts
erupted from the panicked
wildebeest as they frantically tried
to group together and organise
their defences. But, with the wild
dogs bearing down on them,
the herd panicked and fled in
disarray. Splitting the herd with
consummate ease, the hunters
chose their quarry wisely. Nine
wild dogs latched onto a yearling,
dispatching the hapless beast with
brutal efficiency.
The hunters noisily ripped
into the carcass, swallowing huge
chunks of meat. The ruckus soon
alerted a nearby hyena clan.
The first scavenger came loping
over to investigate and honed in
on the fresh carcass. The pack
closed ranks and mobbed the
hyena, nipping its belly and rump,
successfully driving the would-be

thief off the carcass. But it wasn’t
long before the rest of the gang
arrived. Outnumbered and outgunned by a superior predator, the
dogs had no option but to retreat,
surrendering the remainder of
their dinner.

All alone in Eden
Few wilderness areas remain
where you can enjoy the rare
opportunity of watching a pack of
wild dogs fight a clan of hyenas on
a vast game-rich plain with only
the ubiquitous wildebeest
for company. For the dedicated
few that undertake the long
journey to Barotseland,
migration mania and carnivore
carnage await on the wideopen plains of Liuwa.
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Take me there
Fly to

Lusaka with Kenya Airways and Robin
Pope Safaris (RPS) will take care of all the
arrangements for your once-in-a-lifetime safari to
the seldom-visited ‘wild west’ of Zambia. Located
in the heart of Liuwa, Matamanene Camp offers
four permanent en suite safari tents catering for
a maximum of eight like-minded individuals per
safari. Due to extensive seasonal flooding the park
closes from December to May each year.
l Further information at www.robinpopesafaris.
net or www.african-parks.org

